
What do the History exam command words mean?

Command 
word

What the examiner wants you to do Connectives to use 

Why Give a clear reason for the cause of something One reason why…is because…

How Give a clear reason for the way something was/ the 
way it happened

One way…is because…

Identify To pick out information using a simple statement or 
short phrase.

For example…
For instance…

Describe Say what happened during an event using detail. One key feature was…
This is because…This meant that…

Explain To give a reason and justify it using details and 
information.

Because…This means that…
This led to…

Evaluate To judge and assess something and give examples 
and explanation to justify yourself. 

The impact was.. This is because…

Suggest reasons Give reasons to explain your point. One reason why… is because… this meant that…
Therefore…as a result/ consequently…

Narrative 
account

You need to explain how events led to an outcome. 
This means you need to explain how one event led 
to another.

Therefore…Due to…Consequently…  One 
consequence of this was…
This caused… This led to…This resulted in… This 
meant that…

Infer To make an educated guess based on the evidence
in front of you (Reading between the lines).

Source A suggests “…”
This is because the source says “…”

How far do you / 
To what extent 
do you agree 
with…?

Say how much you agree or disagree with 
something. You need to argue both sides of the 
argument and give detailed reasons to support your 
judgement.

I substantially/ fundamentally/ strongly agree 
with…
I agree to some extent with… I partially/ partly 
agree with…
I only agree with… to a limited/ slight extent

Cause Say why something happened/ what the reasons for 
something happening were

One cause of...was…this is because…
As a result of …because…
This means that…This led to…

Consequence Say what the effects of something are. One effect of…was…this is because… 
Consequently…

Significance Say why something is important. This could include
positive and negative things. It can also include lots 
of different factors. 

…is significant. This is because… This  meant that 
...

Change Say how and why things have become different. …was revolutionised in…/…totally changed 
during…
…was transformed during…/…there was 
fundamental change in…

Continuity Say how things have stayed the same. There was continuity in… this is because…
…saw limited/ slight/ minimal progress in…

Interpretation You need to explain how someone has viewed the 
past.

The interpretation of…is…It suggests that…

Usefulness Explain what can be helpful in the source that you 
are looking at.

…is useful to a limited/ great extent. This is 
because…this means that…


